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TV compliance logging & multichannel ingest 

CapturejayHX Starter

Multiformat capture engine supports realtime encoding of ingested video in a wide choice 
of audio/video formats, saving time compared to offline transcoding. 
Broadcast-grade integrated codecs support for H.264/AVC, H.265/HEVC, MPEG-2, M-JPEG, 
MPEG-4, DV, DVCPRO HD, ProRes 422, P2, VC-3 (aka DNxHD), JPEG2000, VP8, PCM, MP3, 
AAC 
File formats: MXF (including AVC-Intra 50 and 100), GXF, MP4, MOV (including AVC-Intra 50 
and 100), XDCAM – MPEG IMX, MKV, AVI, WebM, MPEG-2 (PS and TS) 
Realtime streaming to UDP, RTMP, RTSP, Adobe FMLE, IIS Live Smooth Streaming, WMV.  
Multichannel audio monitoring 
Internet time synchronizer 
Password protected setup 
Recording settings are freely user-defined depending on available Hard Disk space and 
required quality. 
Supports full range of Blackmagic and Bluefish444, Deltacast, Stream Labs, Dektec, AJA, and 
any WDM compatible capture card. 

Includes: 
capturejayHX Player Basic – the player runs on the same recording workstation and/or one 
or more workstations in the LAN, without any added cost 
Online activation (cloud licence) 

In 1, 2, 3, 4 upto 8 channel configurations.
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TV compliance logging & multichannel ingest 

capturejayHX retail package 

capturejayHX retail package includes: 
licence on USB dongle: just plug the dongle and skip the online activation procedure 
Installation DVD with software setup, demos and utilities. 
Shipping included to your favourite address (added fees might apply for specific countries) 

requires: capturejayHX Starter 

       CapturejayHX HD Ingest

The capturejayHX HD Ingest enables video input and capture in HD video formats 16:9 - 
1280x720 and 1920x1080 

requires: capturejayHX Starter 

Per channel license configuration
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TV compliance logging & multichannel ingest 

capturejayHX Pro Pack

This option adds all the required features to use capturejayHX as: 
compliance logging application 
scheduled ingest by day/time or external triggering 
plus a bunch of more options. 
Multiple still frame capture 
Daily recording time-range 
Recording time limit and automatic file splitting 
File purge feature automatically removes older recordings to make space for the new ones 
Realtime timestamp overlay on logged video 
Overlay of user-defined graphic logo on logged video 
Recording from URL (Internet streaming) 
Recording scheduling by day/time and external triggering 
Driving of video matrix switchers via RS232 to switch external feeds (for example, satellite 
receivers). 

requires: capturejayHX Starter 

Per channel license configuration




